Do More With Less? Yes.

IT is expected to do more with less by transitioning infrastructure, applications, and data to the cloud, yet unexpected events lead to a staggering number of cloud failures. Presidio Cloud Solutions leverages proven automation tools, accelerators, frameworks, and cloud transition specialists to accelerate ROI in your cloud transition. With Presidio, there’s no guesswork. We’ve done this all before.

CLOUD MIGRATION SERVICES
Presidio’s Cloud Migration practice provides five distinct services to fit companies’ unique needs.

- **“Lift and Shift” Infrastructure Migration**
  Move your data centers to the cloud as quickly as possible to accomplish your short-term goals with minimal impact on operations.

- **Platform Migration**
  Commit to a complete digital transformation to realize the long-term benefits of cost reduction, faster time-to-market, and continuous innovation.

- **Data Migration**
  Move data from on-premise to the cloud to reduce storage costs, gain availability and scalability, and position your organization for advanced analytics.

- **Application Migration**
  Modernize legacy apps with cloud-native computing to offer greater simplicity and enhanced functionality.

- **Operating Model Consulting**
  Establish a Cloud Center of Excellence to evangelize the cloud in your organization and earn financial credits from various industry leading Cloud vendors for your move.

Our Approach

**Shifting Complexity to Simplicity**

A proven methodology is key to the success of any IT project, and cloud transitions are no different. From building a business case through execution and beyond, our RightSteps Cloud Migration Framework paves the way to success. We use tools including CloudScape, from RISC Networks, for technical discovery to ensuring that nothing gets missed. With this big picture of your environment, we can prioritize modernization based on need and value. We then design a blueprint for your migration, executing each aspect with an eye toward security, including industry and regulatory requirements.

The last step: accelerate adoption so you can realize the full potential of your transformation.

To ensure efficiency, we use a factory-model delivery team and work in concert with our Data & Analytics, DevOps, and AppDev practices to define the fastest, smoothest path to accomplish your goals.

Realize the full potential of cloud technologies.

Call Presidio today
1-844-366-8250